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COD. 1234GRAF
Texil® diagonal braiding square packing graphited

Description
The 4 diagonal interlaced Texil® square packing is produced with Texil® yarns, which guarantee excellent flexibility 
and thermal resistance, and impregnated thread by thread with graphite dispersion. Texil® products resist very well 
to high temperatures (1000 ° C) and, thanks to the particular fibrous structure and low density, have excellent 
thermal insulating and insulating properties.
Types of braiding
The types of braiding also vary according to the type of braiding system used. In the case of diagonal braiding, 
the yarns pass diagonally from one side to the other and are joined by an internal weave, allowing each yarn to 
become an integral part of the braid itself. Diagonal braiding has many advantages, such as flexibility, which 
prevents stretching and twisting resulting from deformation in the structure of the packing when it takes the form 
of rings; elasticity and recovery, to guarantee tightness under pressure; homogeneity, to guarantee an efficient 
service and a longer duration; compactness of the external surfaces, to ensure sealing avoiding excessive 
clamping pressure and possible wear with the shaft; core impregnation with ptfe and graphite dispersion (also 
known as yarn-by-yarn impregnation), as a seal guarantee to improve efficiency and value in use.
Applications
Industrial furnaces, oven doors, coke furnaces, stoves, chimneys.

1200°C

Braiding system with 
four diagonals

Characteristics of the Texil yarn®

Colour white 

Average diameter of the fibres 9±1 µm

Density 2,10 g/cm3 

Melting point based on the fibres 1200°C ÷ 1500°C

Loss of mass (1000°C - 2h) 11-13%

Linear shrinkage (1000°C - 2h) 5-6%

Long term heat resistance 1000°C

Short term heat resistance 1200°C

Flash point non-flammable

Chemical resistance

Resistant to organic
agents, water, hot

acids (except HF) and 
cold diluted bases

Structure of the atomic fibre amorphous

Components of the graphite

Carbon 62÷80% 
Ashes 62÷80%
Moisture 0,5%
Crystallization water 3,2%
Total sulphur 0,4%

Chemical analysis

Silicon dioxide SiO2 94,5% 

Aluminium dioxide Al2O3 4,5% 

Sodium dioxide Na2O < 0,5% 

Other components < 0,5% 

Free from organic binders

Standard sizes

section
mm

rolls
m

section
mm

rolls
m

4 x 4 100 16 x 16 50

5 x 5 100 18 x 18 30

6 x 6 100 20 x 20 30

8 x 8 100 22 x 22 30

10 x10 100 25 x 25 30

12 x 12 50 28 x 28 30

14 x 14 50 30 x 30 30

15 x 15 50

Round and square measures on request


